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A note from Executive Director
I start with much appreciation to my team and the
wider stakeholders of the Greater Amboseli
Ecosystem for their sound leadership, commitment
and optimism that made 2019 a year of great
success. AET has made tremendous strides in
capacity growth enhancement as evident in the
development of the new strategic plan (2018 -2023),
A two tier structured leadership i.e. the Amboseli
Governing Council and Board of Trustees,
streamlining internal management systems through
Jackson Mwato
development
of organizational policies and manuals,
Executive Director
that lead tothe creation of new partnerships and
donor linkages which has equipped AET to deliver on its mission and mandate.
AET secretariat has helped to coordinate PIC in partnership with key stakeholders
to develop the New Amboseli Ecosystem Management plan (AEMP 2020 2030). The
Core planning team, adopted a 14-step rubric that culminated to a series of
stakeholders consultative and technical working groups meetings. Following
resource mobilization by partners and endorsement by PIC, AET engaged PECs
consulting firm as the lead expert in consolidating the plan content into a presentable
document. The core objective of this plan is to improve community livelihoods
through land use options that promotes sustainable conservation of natural
resources.
As we now prepare for approval gazettement and implementation of the plan, AET
is therefore happy to assure our partners that we will continue to build on our
capacity and position in order to help drive our vision forward. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that as an institution, we have faced a great deal of challenges but
your resilience and zeal in developing the new plan remained our motivation. To all
ourpartners, funders and friends, thank you for being with us on this journey. I
remain hopeful that you will continue to walk with us as we unfold the pages to
implement the plan.
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Word from the Chairman
It gives me great pleasure and a sense of
satisfaction that we are ending the year
2019 with Amboseli Ecosystem Trust

(AET) standing on its feet and
walking towards the year 2020
prepared and set to be the vehicle
envisioned by the collective
leadership and the stakeholders
who embedded it in the first
Amboseli Ecosystem Management
Plan 2008-2018 (AEMP).
Daniel Leturesh
Chairman Board of Trustee
AMBOSELI ECOSYSTEM TRUST

The progress in developing the
next ten-year AEMP 2020-2030 is
in high gear. With lessons and
experience gained, I am hopeful
that AET with the support of communities and the stakeholders who had the
foresight to embed its creation in the first AEMP that we have come of age to be
true to the description, that "The Amboseli Ecosystem Trust brings together the
communities and organizations of Amboseli to develop land use practices that
improve the livelihoods and wellbeing of communities through the coexistence of
people and wildlife. This is to keep the Amboseli Ecosystem rangelands open,
diverse and healthy for the benefit of people and wildlife."
The next ten-year phase is coming with more defining challenges for the ecology of
the Amboseli ecosystem. I want to believe with a clear direction pointed by the
communities of the Amboseli ecosystem the rest of the stakeholders from
government at all levels, the nongovernmental and privates' sectors, including
private individuals will come out to manifest their goodwill. It is now or never!
To All, THANK YOU!
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About Amboseli Ecosystem
The Amboseli ecosystem covers an area of approximately 5,700 Km2 stretching
between Kilimanjaro, Chyulu Hills, Tsavo West National Park and the
Kenya/Tanzania border. The area is generally arid to semi-arid with a very small
variation in its agroecological zones and is more suitable for pastoralism rather than
cultivation with a high potential for conservation of wildlife and tourism enterprises.
Administratively, the Amboseli ecosystem consists of Amboseli National Park and
the surrounding group ranches. The group ranches namely; Kimana/Tikondo (now
subdivided), Olgulului/Ololarashi, Eselenkei, Mbirikani, Rombo, Kuku A and Kuku
B cover an area of about 506,329 hectares in Loitokitok Sub-County. It also includes
the former individual ranches located on the foot slopes of Kilimanjaro that are now
under crop production, mainly rain fed agriculture (Figure 1).

Figure 1; The Amboseli Ecosystem

resources and other features that offer outstanding benefits to local, national and
international stakeholders. Key values are critical to long-term maintenance of the
-ecological characteristics.
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Our Approach
The Amboseli Ecosystem Trust was established in the year 2009 with a mission to
secure the sustainable management of the Amboseli landscape. As a trust formed by
and composed of community institutions, government representatives, and partner
NGOs. AET is uniquely positioned to serve as a coordinating body to facilitate and
mobilize the sustainable and participatory management of the Amboseli Ecosystem.
AET Vision: A healthy and thriving Amboseli ecosystem with intact landscapes
that link community
livelihoods and wildlife conservation
AET Mission: To secure intact and healthy landscapes that support local
livelihoods and conservation.

AE Vision Statement
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IMPACT MODEL
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AET ACHIEVES IMPACT THROUGH THE FOLLOWING:
COORDINATION:
To provide a link between different stakeholders in the Amboseli system, ensuring
interests and actions are aligned, coordinated, and in the best interest of local
ADVOCACY:

nsuring Amboseli community and conservation interests
and needs are considered in national and county level discussions and policy
decisions.
SUPPORT:
To facilitate or directly support local institutions to effectively manage their land
and resources by building capacity, providing resources, and assisting with
technical support.
OVERSIGHT:
potential investment and development in the area is done responsibly and
sustainably and seeks to keep the ecosystem intact.
OUR FOUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES FOR 2018 - 2023
1. Develop effective mechanisms for planning, stakeholder coordination, and
collaboration across the Amboseli ecosystem.
2. Strengthen and support local institutional capacity to manage land and
resources, and, conserve landscapes
3. Influence key policies, decisions, and governance processes at national and
county level.
4. Grow and strengthen AET into a high- performing organization capable of
implementing this strategy and advancing its mission
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Amboseli Ecosystem Management plan 2020 - 2030
Planning;
The 14 steps planning process was coordinated by the Core Planning Team which
comprises of a representation of our key stakeholders and the secretariat of
Amboseli Ecosystem Trust. The AEMP was prepared by Amboseli Ecosystem
stakeholders through a highly participatory planning process. The Amboseli
Ecosystem Management Plan (AEMP) 2030 is an integrated plan that outlines how
different land uses and natural resources in the Amboseli Ecosystem will be
managed for the greater good of people, livestock and wildlife.

The AEMP planning process was highly participatory and involved a broad
spectrum of stakeholders in the Amboseli Ecosystem. The mechanisms used to
ensure meaningful stakeholder participation in the planning process included,
stakeholder planning workshops, thematic working group meetings, and stakeholder
plan validation and approval meetings.
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AEMP 2020 - 2030 Planning Meetings and Workshops

Amboseli stakeholders (landowners, KWS,
NGOs, the tourism industry and researchers)
during a planning session

4 working Groups planning and Zoning for
nearly 1.3 million acres.

27 stakeholders planning meetings conducted
in whole Ecosystem planning process.

Amboseli planning process costed stake holders
about Kshs.18 million

Forward Action
The renewal of AEMP 2008-2018 for a further 10 years is a clear indication that the
stakeholders are committed to an ecologically viable and integrated Amboseli
Ecosystem. There are a couple of steps remaining for this planning to get completed;
Final plan graphic designs and printout, Plan approval, Plan launch, Plan
gazettement and Plan Implementation
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Together with Our partners
a) Wildlife Economic Contribution Impact Assessment Report for
Financial year 2018/2019
resources make understanding the consequences of alternative development paths
and the policies enacted to achieve them of critical importance. This is imperative
both for human welfare (economic and otherwise) derived from natural resources,
This survey quantifies the benefits of protecting and celebrating wildlife in Amboseli,
and its findings are integral to the future of the ecosystem.
The Amboseli Ecosystem supports a unique balance of natural biodiversity and
human communities, where wildlife and humans cohabitate without distinct
boundaries between wild and domestic spaces. Resident wildlife such as African
elephants move freely between Amboseli National Park and surrounding
community and privately-owned land, much of which has no formal protection.
Lying at the base of Kilimanjaro, Amboseli National Park and its surrounding
ecosystem remain one of Kenya's most prized and distinctive conservation areas.
The natural attractions of the Amboseli ecosystem are world- renowned and attract
many visitors each year, with significant associated economic inflows.
This survey was conducted by Amboseli Ecosystem Trust (AET) to measure the
financial contribution of conservation and related industries such as tourism to the
economy of the Amboseli ecosystem. Nowadays, the economic value of wildlife and
natural resources is hotly debated and the costs of living with wildlife are receiving
considerable focus. With this report, AET hopes to provide the best information
possible to decision-makers who affect the long-term future of Amboseli such as
local communities, local and regional leaders, and other ecosystem users and
contributors.
Summary findings of Wildlife Economic Contributions Report

Employment
1. Full Time staff members (1,194), 79% of whom are members of Maasai Group
Ranches Earning a total monthly salary of KES 36,850,895
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2. Part time staff members (169), 59% of whom are members of the Maasai
Group Ranches Earning a total monthly salary of KES 1,208,437

3. Casual Employees (195) engaged per month Earning an average total monthly
payment of KES 1,946,333

Education
1. KES 24,440,394 paid to support
2. KES 58,485,943 Spent on;

the year

- 100 Primary School Scholarships
- 118 Secondary School Scholarships
- 133 Tertiary Schools and University scholarships

Compensation
While every action is taken to ensure humans and wildlife coexist harmoniously,
wild animals are just that: W I L D
When interaction with wildlife results in losses for community members,
conservation organizations and eco-tourism companies may step in to compensate
IN FISCAL YEAR 2018 KES 25,679,385 was paid to the community as
consolation for wildlife-related losses

Local Investment
Total amount spent on goods at local businesses within the Amboseli Ecosystem
and greater Kajiado County: KES 108,139,035
AND 71% of respondents send guests to the cultural bomas for an approximate
economic value of: KES 11,045,190
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Tourism
49,286 Guests hosted at the nine tourism survey respondents Total Paid for
Conservancy Gate Fees: KES 61,443,699

Taxes
Total Taxes Paid to Kenya Revenue Authority: KES 197,105,191
General Support
Continued Community Support programs; KES 236,256,241

IN SUMMARY,
Total Annual Economic Value of Conservation, Eco-Tourism, and Research in
the Amboseli Ecosystem as reported by respondents: KES 1,360,676,095
b) Research and Training on livestock industry dynamics
Enhancing coexistence of people and wildlife is one of the greatest challenges of any
conservation endeavor. As the human population continue to bulge up, so is their
economic aspirations that often lead to destruction of the natural environment to
pave way for irrigated agriculture, creation of new cluster settlements and high
demand on fuelwood energy to support the rural livelihoods.
The Amboseli ecosystem is predominantly a pastoral landscape that supports large
populations of livestock and wildlife. However, for the last decade, introduction of
irrigated agriculture to the rangelands has posed a great challenge for survival of
both livestock and wildlife. The new land use activity is characterized by
displacement of wildlife, destruction of environment through bush clearing and
excessive abstraction of water from natural courses hence leading to escalation of
human-wildlife related conflicts. Further, high stocking levels in the ecosystem
amidst a climate period of frequent droughts and highly unpredictable rainfall
patterns, promotes degradation of already diminishing rangelands.
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As a way of enhancing coexistence of people and wildlife in the ecosystem, AET
and its passionate partners continue to spread the advocacy for land owners to
embrace conservation (through conservancies) while at the same time providing
them with capacity building opportunities and seed resources to improve their
livelihoods. The ODA/ATE grant support, AET begun a series of trainings to
interrogate the pastoralist on their perspectives towards noticeable livestock changes
and especially the costs associated with transiting from the local Zebu breed to an
improved breed. In every group ranch, a sample of 30 participants including women
were engaged to share their experiences in regard to livestock keeping dynamics in
the context of diseases management and observable climatic changes. The main
objective is to safeguard the landscape through encouraging the land owners to
switch to quality breeds of livestock that have a high market value (Boran, Sahiwal,
Fleckvieh, Dorper etc.) as opposed to keeping large numbers of the African Zebu
breed that degrade the environment.
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c)HWCC Response Protocols Development

Natural resource conservation in Kenya is facing a number of challenges, one of
which is the increasing pressure on the limited space available for all species, and the
rising frequency of negative human-wildlife interactions. The growing human
population and continued transformation of natural habitats means that these
interactions are likely to intensify in future, and solutions need to be found if wild
animals are to survive on land outside formally protected areas.
The Amboseli Ecosystem has a vibrant community-led conservation sector
supported by numerous non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working in
partnerships with Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) and the community leadership.
Great success has been achieved in addressing a variety of threats to wildlife, but
challenges to human-wildlife coexistence have become ever more pressing.
Historically, responses to human-wildlife conflicts (HWC) in the ecosystem have
been largely reactive (as opposed to proactive), often too slow, and have not
necessarily considered the complexity of local community views. This has led to
limited community trust in wildlife management authorities, which is a concern
across several important wildlife areas in Kenya.
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The HWCC committee members

The Rapid Response vehicle handed over

As a result, and after an escalating series of challenges to human-wildlife coexistence,
KWS and the Amboseli Ecosystem Trust (AET) facilitated the establishment of a
Human Wildlife Coexistence Committee (HWCC) in November 2016 to engage
with conflict issues and develop solutions, considering a broad range of stakeholders
and mandates. The HWCC is comprised of government, community and NGO
stakeholders, all of whom are engaged in dealing with human-wildlife conflicts or
the consequences thereof.
The goal of the committee is to better coordinate the efforts of stakeholders,
enabling greater support for communities that experience the challenges of
coexisting with wildlife.
d) Group Ranches, Conservancies and Grazing Plans
The Amboseli Ecosystem Management Plan (AEMP) 2030 is an integrated plan that
outlines how different land uses and natural resources in the Amboseli Ecosystem
will be managed for the greater good of all stakeholders. The renewal of AEMP
2008-2018 for a further 10 years is a clear indication that the stakeholders, who
include landowners, KWS, NGOs, the tourism industry and researchers, are
committed to an ecologically viable Amboseli Ecosystem. The plan takes a broad
multi-sectoral view of all the natural resources in the ecosystem against different land
uses and how these interact with one another and, ultimately, how they co-exist
within the ecosystem, and in concert progressively move towards realizing the
universal consensus of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
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The AEMP 2020-2030 integrates the land use plans of the key geographic units of
the AE which are: Olgulului/Ololarashi GR, Mbirikani GR, Eselenkei GR, Kuku
GR1, Rombo GR, Former Kimana GR and Amboseli National Park. Group ranch
land use plans have been developed to minimize land use conflicts and enhance
community livelihoods. The plans consider facilitating conservation of viable
wildlife populations at the ecosystem level by planning for wildlife migratory routes
and critical refuges.
They also incl
resting and rotation of pasture use, soil erosion control measures and establishment
of wildlife conservancies. As such, the top most environmental and social issues of
concern addressed by the plan include: grazing and browsing pressure, loss of
habitat, poaching, reduction in woody vegetation, loss of grassland, recurring
droughts, potential for agricultural expansion, land subdivision and lack of land use
planning, Human- Wildlife Conflicts, and social, economic and demographic
changes.
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OUR PROGRAM SUPPORT PARTNERS
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A Word of Thanks by AET Partnership Coordinator
The year 2019 has been an exciting year indeed. Autonomy of AET has been long
overdue. From its inception in 2009 alot has been done in putting up all the necessary
governance structures and policy developments that eventually led to the dream
explicitly becoming a reality. The validation workshop for the Amboseli Ecosystem
Management Plan 2020-2030 (AEMP-Plan) introduced the WWF into the Amboseli
ecosystem undoubtedly their company will be enriching. The Kenya Water Towers is
another government body got acquainted at the validation workshop and
undoubtedly added value to our sacrosanct guide the Plan.
With the new challenges knocking that can ground the communities of Amboseli
ecosystem securely for the future; or mark the beginning of an end to a people the
Liz Claiborne Art Ortenberg Foundation (LCAOF) a US philanthropic institution of
global reach has arose to help us reflect deeper and to help clarify our thoughts on
the practical ways to sustain the envisioned collective future locally expressed and
wished for but with few precedents anywhere if at all any.
We are happy for our role at the grassroots and contributing at micro levels
innovative ways and simple techniques that support local livelihoods with focus to
address and mitigate the global challenges of our time - climate change and global
warming - with Justddigit Foundation ambitious vision to cool the earth. We are still
savouring the biannual Raindance extravaganza held simultaneously and linked by
satellite in Amsterdam, Netherlands, Dodoma Tanzania and Loitoktok-Kenya where
we were the hosts in 2018 for environmental awareness. We are looking forward to
them next to mobilize and rally all on the great threat looming over Mother Earth
that need very little with awareness.
Congratulations! To all our partners that despite delayed adoption by KWS of the
Human Wildlife Interaction Protocols; let us take heart that we are indeed avantgarde. This is another first a product of partner institutions who are the life blood of
AET as members of the AET-HWCC.
Than you IFAW for donating a vehicle for rapid response in the implementation of
the protocols we Bravo! We have challenges but help us overcome. To all those
played any role big or small to help AET from the start and along the way we
acknowledge and pray we sustain the momentum.
Koikai Oloitiptip
Partnership Coordinator
AMBOSELI ECOSYSTEM TRUST
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Restoring landscapes in the Amboseli ecosystems

Land degradation leads to decline in the productive capacity of land. This equates to
a long-term loss of ecosystem function, caused by disturbance from which the
system cannot recover unaided. The increase in human, livestock and wildlife
populations in Amboseli rangelands has led to reduction and disappearance of
woody vegetation especially Acacia. tortilis and Acacia xanthophloea, grass species and
animals in some areas of the ecosystem. Land degradation in Amboseli ecosystem is
characterized by changes in plant species composition, loss of woodland vegetation
due to human activities and destruction of woodlands by a huge population of
elephants especially around Amboseli National park.
The Strategic Environmental Assessment done on Amboseli Ecosystem
Management Plan (AEMP) 2008-2018 led to gazettement of the establishment of
AET as the spearheading body for implementation of the AEMP through a Plan
Implementation Committee (PIC) of diverse stakeholders institution in and out of
the Amboseli ecosystem. AET Board pass a resolution and gave the secretariat
power to create a Rangeland division committee to help in providing leadership in
aspects of rangeland restoration and management. The committee was established
The objective of the committee is to restore the woody, grass vegetation and also
work on interventions that curb surface run off infiltration in highly degraded areas
within and outside Amboseli national park. The stakeholders have managed to put
up several enclosures that restore woody vegetation and grass in the ecosystem. The
restoration program in the next ten years will focus on long term plans of restoring
the degraded rangelands in the seven group ranches of Amboseli ecosystem.
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The Raindance Project
The goal of the Raindance Project is to serve as a catalyst in creating more visibility
for the regreening and cooling down of planet via ecosystem restoration. The
Raindance Project will be organizing a day that serves as a retrospective and
celebration of what has been reached through the projects and a look forward to the
milestones for the coming years as well as a moment to inspire, activate and thank
the people who are already actively a part of the re-green revolution.
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Community Conservancies and Tourism Development
The establishment and development of wildlife conservancies in Amboseli
ecosystem was elicited by the 1990s conservancies revolution that sparked
conservation interest from different communities across the county. As a deviation
from the protectionist model of conserving biological resource in state protected
areas (parks and reserves) proponents of adaptive management wished to expand
space for wildlife through enlisting individual and communal landowners in
managing and similarly deriving economic benefits from wildlife. To achieve
meaningful results from the above assertion, landowners began the process of
establishing conservancies by delineating substantial tracts of land that suits the
ecological needs of wildlife species.
The global tourism business generates considerable great deal of appeal to tour
operators, tour agents, hoteliers, government and rural communities and subject
them to a scramble to have taste of the benefits generated by this sector. Many a
times, the tourism platform provides a competitive advantage that creates small
affluent strata leaving local communities impoverished and regrettable. At the tailend of the whole business, is rural communities who not only receives minimal
benefits but often recipients of the negative impact of tourism. Amidst all this, the
national tourism strategy should redefine the tourism industry for communities to
be recognized as an important component of the whole business. Notable of this,
how can communities be involved in the tourism business? How can the
government support communities to come together, organize products for the
market? Government to provide financial seed support to communities to develop
and upscale the business. The tourism business overall expectation is for it to have
a positive impact on the livelihoods of the people involved in it.
In Kenya for instance, tourism contributes a significant amount of money to the
national economy. The million-dollar question that tickles every mind, is how much
of that finds its way to the rural communities who provides the platform for tourism
to thrive? It is apparent that there are no formal avenues that these community can
access the anticipated benefits from the lucrative industry and hence only left to
scramble for the scraps that spills off the table of significant tourism benefits. To
what extend is the government willing to support community tourism entities for
them to be competitive enough to tap the humongous market potential. How many
formal jobs to locals are being created by the industry? The industry in itself needs
to build the capacity of the rural population by attracting career-based
professionalism -by doing these, jobs are created, livelihoods are improved and
eventual poverty is eradicated.
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2019 AT GLANCE
NEW AEMP 2020 2030 Planning for 1.3 million acres
ROMBO Group Ranch land use plan
ROMBO Group Ranch grazing Plan
ESELENKEI Group Ranch land use plan
MBIRIKANI Group Ranch land use plan

18,000 semi-circle water bunds to soil erosion
5,000 People participated in the Raindance event in Loitoktok
17 sites of large non fenced 'olopololis' identified and marked for Pasture
management

17 community conservancies capacity building workshops
Establishment of Amboseli Governing Council Body of 38 members
New AET Board of Trustee
AET Noonkotiak office fully varnished with tables and chairs
Attain over 31 million shillings donor funding
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BUDGET SUMMARY 2019
INCOME
DONOR
UNDP/GEF (through ACC)
European Union (through ACC)
Amboseli Trust for Elephant - AEMP Review
Amboseli Trust for Elephant- ODA grant
JUSTDIGGIT
Amboseli Tsavo community Rangers
Association
TOTAL DONATIONS IN 2019
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD FROM
2018
TOTAL BUDGET FOR 2019

KSH

USD
420,000
1,670,754
484,400
1,123,854
24,715,814

4,200
16,707.54
4,844
11,238.54
247,158.14

200,000
28,614,822

2,000.00
286,148.22

2,521,938
31,136,760

25,219.38
311,367.60

EXPENDITURE

AET 2019 EXPENDITURE CHART
KSH
USD
%
Core Administration costs
4,620,712
46,207.12
equipment and Assets
4,662,290
46,622.90
Professional fee
1,637,756
16,377.56
Programmatic cost
8,958,529
89,585.29
TOTAL
19,879,287
198,792.87
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23
8
45
100
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Our Team
Amboseli Ecosystem Trust Governing
Council Members
Emanuel Mpararia
Jackson Melesi
Daniel Leturesh
Joseph Kipapai
Elijah Naini
Daniel Metoe
Daniel Mapi
Joshua Suyianka
Dickson Melita
Samuel Kaanki

John Sitelu
James Lekiundei
Joseph Lenkakwai
Solomon Kahenja
Jacob Parteyie
Melton Melita
Korduni Ole Metui
Joel Ketukei
Kitipai Mpete
Jonah Maai

Johnson Sipitiek
Jeremy Goss
Vicki Fishlock
Evan Mkala
Leela Hazzah
Purity Kisemei
David Manoa
Keen Parashina
Loise Sankaine
Joe Moreno

Board of Trustee
Daniel Leturesh
Nice Nailantei
Johnson Sipitiek
James Isiche
Wallace Kentai
Patricia Awori

Joel Ketukei
Joshua Suyianka
Emanuel Mpararia
Sam Weru
Katito Sayialel
Dickson Kaelo
Secretariat

Jackson Mwato
Koikai Oloitipitip
Daniel Kaaka
Susan Kinuthia
Kenneth Ntalamia
Abraham Loomuna
Moses Saruni
Solomon Lekina
Lengete Murani
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Executive Director
Partnership Coordinator
Conservancies Coordinator
Finance and Admin
Rangeland Officer
Research Assistant
Community Field Assistant
Office Assistant
Security Officer
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AET PIC Members
Name
Daniel Kosgei
Jackson Mwato
Daniel Leturesh
Joseph Kopejo
Koikai Oloitiptip
Evans Mkala
Keen Parashina
Apollo Kariuki
Nelly Parmeris
Johnson Sipitiek
David Manoa
Vicki Fishlock
Jeremy Goss
Leela Hazzah

Organization
SNR Warden Amboseli Park
AET
AET
NEMA
ATGRCA
IFAW
Physical planner, Kajiado County
Head of Planning, KWS HQs
AD, KWS SCA
ACC
Born Free Foundation
ATE
Big Life
Lion Guardians
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Partners, Supporters and our communities

THANK YOU!
Many thanks to all the communities of the Greater Amboseli Ecosystem for
your dedication in keeping your land healthy and intact for the support of
livelihoods and conservation of wildlife.
Secondly, we want to acknowledge all our partners and stakeholders for
walking with us in this year journey. We will always cherish your support
and therefore delighted to mention that IFAW, ACC, ATE, KWS, BL, SFS,
NEMA and Born Free contributed resources and in- kind support towards
the ecosystem development process.
Finally, our work could not have been possible without the support of our
friends and commitment of our donors. We thank GEF-UNDP for their
huge support to AET capacity building and operations throughout 2019.
Special thanks to USAID Kenya for supporting AET to be an institution that
is able to deliver on its mandate. I can t conclude without mentioning
commitment and support of LCOAF, Stirling university UK, and Justdiggit
foundation for funding huge part of our program work.
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AMBOSELI ECOSYSTEM TRUST

ATGRCA House – Loitokitok Town
P.O.Box 346-00209 Loitokitok, Kenya
Tel: +254 (0) 746 139004
Email: info@amboseliecosystem.org
Website: www.amboseliecosystem.org

